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On the problem of the choice of first approximants 
in a two-sided iteration method 
J. HEGEDOS 
Introduction 
In the papers [2], [3] a two-sided iteration method is worked out for the general 
homogeneous boundary value and initial value problems of non-linear differential 
equations of order n under the assumption of the contractivity of the corresponding 
integral operator A. More precisely, two sequences of functions were constructed 
that approximated, together with their derivatives, from above and from below 
arbitrarily precisely and uniformly on the considered segment [0, 1] the solution of 
the boundary value problem and its derivatives. However, the construction of the 
approximants just mentioned depends on the assumption of the existence of first 
approximants zx, wx that are in a well-defined relation with the second, and, which 
is even worse, with the third pair of approximants. 
In this note we shall prove that under the only assumption of contractivity the 
first pair of approximants exists. 
Let us consider the boundary value problem 
[ y(n) (*) =fM =f{x, y(x) /"-^M) ( 0 S I S U S 2 ) , 
L¡y = "Z(aik/k)(P) + blk/kKlj) = 0 (i = 0 , . . . , n - 1 ) 
k=0 
with the given function 
df_ 
du¡ 
that is continuous and continuously differentiable with respect to each u¡ (/=0, ..., 
..., n—1), and with coefficients aik, bik such that the problem 
/«)(*) = 0 ( 0 s * s l ; n s 2 ) , L¡y = 0 (i = 0,.. . , n - 1 ) 
has the only solution y—0. 
(0.1) 
/ ( * , « o , . . . , u „ - i ) : [ 0 , l ] X « X - " X i (i = 0 , . . . , « - ! ) 
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We remark that the general problem on [a, b] with homogeneous boundary 
value condition leads to problem (0.1). 
Problem (0.1) is equivalent to the integral equation 
(0.2) j, = y(x) = Ay s / G(x,t)f[y(t)]dt, 
(where G is Green's function) in the space M of n — 1 times continuously differentiate 
functions defined on [0, 1] and satisfying the boundary value restriction. Let us 
introduce an ordering and a metric in Jl by the formulas 
Z^wo zC')(x) s w&(x) (0 S x S 1 ; i = 0,..., n-1), 
n-1 
Q(z, w) = ||z-vv|| = 2 max ¡z^x)-w<'>(x)|. 
¡=0 P*-1! 
(0.3) 
Let us suppose that the condition 
• - I } 
(0.4) N 2 max / 
âo [«.il i 
&G{x,t) 
dx' 
is satisfied. This means that the operator A is strongly contractive in Jt. In the 
paper [3] for problem (0.2) and for given s > 0 we constructed an auxiliary function 
(minorant) G(x, t), which is n—1 times differentiate with respect to x in each of 
the sectors 
Xj S x s Xj+1, 0 S t S x; Xj S Jt s xJ+1, x S i ^ l ( j = 0,. . . , m — 1), 
where max (xj+1—xj) is sufficiently small (cf. the concluding part of the proof 
of the theorems), 
jc0 = 0 < xx < . . . < xm = 1 
are numbers, and along the straight lines x—xj,x=xj+1;x=t the function G or some 
of its derivatives with respect to x may be multivalued (they can have points of 




N 2 m a x I 
i=o [o.i] J 




d ' G f r t ) 
dx1 
dt = eí S 9+s < 1 
are satisfied. 
Finally, we introduce the linear space M of n—1 times continuously differen-
t i a t e functions defined on the segments [xJt x J + 1] (y'=0,..., m —1). We consider 
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(0.7) z ^ w o < 
JI with the following ordering and metric 
' C) w <0(*) f x e T j 1 ( x j , x J + 1 ) ) , 
V j=0 ' 
z&(Xj + 0) S w«(jCj + O), 
zM(xj+1-0) == W^(xJ+1-0) 
(i - 0 , . . . , n — 1; j - 0 , . . . , m-\), 
(0.8) g(z, w) = | |z-w| | = "2 max |z<0(x)-w(0(x)|. 
¡=0 i0»1! 
It is obvious that Ji^Jt and that the ordering and metric of Ji are extensions 
of those of Ji, thus our above notation is justified. It is also obvious that for the 
operator A (the extension of A to Ji), we have 
1 m-1 XJ+1 
(0.9) Az= J G(x,t)f[z(t)]dt = 2 J G(x,t)f[z(t))dt 
0 Xj 
a n d f o r a n y z,w£Ji 
(0.10) Q(Az, Aw) s Qq(z, w). 
Let us introduce the notation 
n-1 
2 
i = 0 0 
¿x.w(0 = "2 (z^HO-^'Kt)), B(z, \v) = N J G(x, t)Az>w(t)dt. 
Let us define the operators E, F \ JiX.Ji-+Ji in the following way 
E(z, w) = j (Az + Aw) + j £ ( z , w), 
E(z, w) = j ( A z + A w ) - j £ ( z , w). 
Consider the iteration process 
(0) zp+1 = E(zp, wp), wp+1 = F(zp, wp) (p = 1,2,...). 
We remark that E is non-increasing in z and non-decreasing in w; Fis non-decreasing, 
in z and non-increasing in w. 
In the so-called monotone case of problem (0.1), i.e., when 
i = 0 , . . . , n —1), 
or when the derivatives of G are non-negative, G can be taken to be equal to — |G|' 
and Ji can be taken to be equal to Ji and one can consider in it the approximation, 
according to the rula (0). 
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I. 
Let us consider first the case of problem (0.1) when the following strong assump-
tion of contractivity is satisfied: 
«-1 i 
(i) N y. max / 
l=o I»-1! / 
d'G(x,t) 
dx> 
df = 2 
It is obvious that in this case there exists a minorant with the required properties 
of smoothness and for which we have 
(1.1) W V max f 
i=o I"-1] J 
d'G(x, t ) 
dx' 2 
Lemma 1.1. Under the assumption of (i) there exist zx, wx£Jt such that 
(1.2) z2 S z1( wx S w2. 
Proof . Let us take a positive element cp from Jl, i.e., a function (p(x) for which 
< p ( ' ) ( x ) > 0 (i = 0, . . . , n - l ; 0 x S l ) . 
The assertion of our lemma follows from the fact that by virtue of (1.1) the system 
of equations 
(1.3) E(zx, Wj) = zx-<p, F(z1, Wi) = wx+cp 
has a solution in JiV^Jt. 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Under the assumption of (i) there exist z1; wx£Ji for which 
z2 = z x , z 3 S Z L ; S W2) W J S W J . 
Proof . The elements z1,w1£J? can be taken as in Lemma 1.1. On account 
of the monotonicity of E, F we then have 
z2 S zx, z2 s z3; wx S w2) w3 S w2. 
It remains to prove that the function cp can be chosen so that the inequalities 
(1.4) z3 S zl3 wx w3 
are also satisfied. These inequalities are equivalent to the inequalities 
i 0 =S cp + [zx - <p - E(z1 - cp, Wl+(p)] 
( ' 1 - < p + [ V > i + ( P - F ( z i - < P , Wi + 9»)] S 0. 
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We remark that by Lagrange's formula 
Bf 
т-Ф\-/ш= - 2 47 ¡=0 OUi P(x) 
<p , ( 0 
"-1 df 
f [ w 1 + ( p ] - f [ w i ] = Z-%-
i=0 OUi e w 
<P< CO 
df 
where we denoted by -— 
ou-, p(x)' дщ 
the values of these derivatives at the cor-
e w 
responding points of the n +1 dimensional space (in the sequel the letters P, Q shall 
be often omitted). By using these formulas it is easy to prove that the inequalities 
(1.5), understood in the sense of the ordering of J f , are equivalent to the inequalities 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
y (r = 0, . . . , n - l ; 0 = = х ^ 1 ) . 
Let us rewrite inequality (1.1) in the form 
"Z max / - 2N 0 dt = 20 = 0* < 1. 
iti osxslj' dxl 
Let us denote by 0*Аг the г-th term in this sum. We have 
(1.8) Aq, . . . , A,,-! >• 0 ; Z ^ï — 1 
(cf. the construction of G in [3]). It is easy to verify that the function 
(p{x) = 
^ Z ^ r r x 1 (0 
i=o I ! 
S "Z ajY aJ+1 = ( j + l)e), 
i=0 I! 
where <5 >0 is an arbitrary constant, a0=0; j=0, ...,k; (A:+l)a=1, for sufficiently 
small a > 0 satisfies inequality (1.6). This follows from (1.7), (1.8) and from the 
fact that for small a > 0 the ratio of the maximum and minimum of cp(i) is close 
to the unit for every i=0, ...,«—1. 
R e m a r k 1.1. Since the change to a finer division of the segment [0, 1] (cf. [3]) in 
the construction of G and Jt does not bother those properties of G and Jl that 
are needed by us, the initial division 
x0 = 0 < xx xm - 1 
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of the segment [0, 1] can be chosen to be equal to 
x 0 = 0, xx = a xm = (fc+ \)a = 1 (k+l = m), 
where a denotes the number in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
R e m a r k 1.2. To our regret we did not succeed in proving the existence of the 
first pair (zu Wj) from JtY^Jl in an analogous way as in Theorem 1.1, since the 
ratios of the maximums and minimums corresponding to the function q>£Jl cannot 
be made arbitrarily close to the unit. 
R e m a r k 1.3. We note that instead of the accurate solution of system (1.3) 
one may take its approximate solution (z(1), w(1)) obtained, for example, by the 
method of successive approximation starting with an arbitary pair (z, w)£Jt~KJL 
Hence from the practical point of view Theorem 1.1. may be useful. An analogous 
statement concerns all the following theorems of this paper. 
II. 
In connection with the negative statement in Remark 1.2 in this section we 
shall elaborate another method of the construction of the pair (z1, w )̂ from Ji X M. 
This method relies on the usage of defect functions (cf. [1], [2], [3]). Actually, we shall 
consider only the monotone case of problem (0.1), i.e., when 
besides, we suppose that at all points 
£ r ° = 0 , . . . , n —1). 
The case when all partial derivatives o f / are non-positive is entirely obvious (cf. [2]). 
In this case the approximantszp, wp may be constructed independently of each 
other according to the rule 
(A) zp+1=Azp, wp+1 = Awp (p = 1,2,...). 
Theorem 2.1. Under the weak assumption of contractility (0.4) there exist 
elements zlt wx£M for which in the sense of the ordering of Ji we have 
(2.1) Zo = z, w, W, w, S w. 
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Proof . We remark that the rule (A) is equivalent to the rule 
Zp+iO) = zp(x)-op(x), wp+l(x) = wp(x)-t]p(x), 
i i 
.<Tp(x)= f G(x,t)ccp(t)dt, t]p(x)= f G(x,t)pp(t)dt, 
(A ) \ 0 0 
«,(*) = z<p">(x)-/[zp], fjp(x) = W^(x)-f[Wp] 
( 0 5 ^ 1 ^ = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Consequently, we shall seek zlt wx £ Ji for which 
(2.2) 
<*!(*)< 0, ^ W + a j W ^ O ; p j x ) > 0, ft(r)+|5sWs0 (0 S x S 1). 
To attain the negativeness of a! it is enough to take the solution z 1 £J / of the equation 
z ( n )(x)-/[z(x)] = - c = <*!• 
This equation is solvable in Ji by virtue of the contractivity assumption (0.4). 
For this function zx the second inequality in (2.2) is also satisfied as because of the 
rule (A') we have 
Thus by using Lagrange's formula for / [ z j - / [ z 2 ] we arrive at the inequality 
« i ( x ) + a 2 ( x ) = z/") (x ) - / [ z j + z « ( x ) - a « ( x ) ~ / [ z 2 ] . 
"-1 ftf 
a i ( x ) + a 2 ( x ) = a x ( x ) + 2 # 7 S 0. 
This inequality is equivalent to the inequality 
dt 
the validity of which follows from the contractivity condition (0.4). 
The existence of vvx may be proved in a similar way. 
R e m a r k 2.1. In the case when 
d'G(x, t) 
dx' 
S O , ~ ~ S 0 (i = 0 , . . . 1 B - l ; O s * , < s i ) du-, 
we may also prove the existence of zu w ^ J f . 
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m . 
Under the strong assumption of contractivity (i) let us now consider the mono-
tone case of problem (0.1), i.e., 
d'G(x,t) 
dxl 
i § 0 ( 0 á x , / = s l ; i = 0 , . . . , « - 1 ) 
however, the derivatives o f / are not all of the same sign, and themselves may change 
sign, too. The approximants zp, wp shall now be constructed in Jl according to 
the rule (0), i.e., we have 
zp+1 = E(zp,wp) = 1 / G(x,t)(f[zp(t)]+f[wp(t)])dt + 
(B) 
+ ~ J G(x,t) n2\zf{t)-Wf{t))dt, 
w p+1 = F(zp, wp) = 1 / G(x, t) {f[zp(t))+f[wp(t)])dt -
^ / G(x,t) 2 {zf(t)-wf(t))dt. 
1 0 i = 0 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumption of (i) in the case considered there exist 
elements zx, wx£M for which 
(3.1) z 2 ^ z 1 , z3 S Z!l w ^ W a , w ^ w g 
in the sense of the ordering of Ji. 
Proof . We note that rule (B) is equivalent to the rule 
f zp+1(x) = zp(x)-<rp(x), wp+1(x) = wp(x)-t]p(x), 
i i 
<rp(x)= J G(x,t)<xp(t)dt, rip(x) = f G(x,t)Pp(t)dt, 
n—i 
(B') ap(x) = z « ( x ) - J f[zp] - ^ f [ w p ] - ^ "jf (z</>(x) - W<p(X)), 
PP(X) = w?Kx)~f[zp]-±f[wp) + ^n2{zf{x)-wP(x)) 
1 ( 0 ^ * ^ 1 ; p = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
On the other hand, the inequalities (3.1) are equivalent to the inequalities 
[ a i ( x ) ^ 0 , a i ( * ) + a 2 ( x ) = 0 ; p / x ) ^ 0, & ( * ) + & ( * ) S 0 
(3.2) 
1 ( 0 ^ * ^ 1 ) . 
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(3-3) 
The solution (zl5 x J t of the system 
* n K x ) ~ f [ z ) - \ f [ w ] - ^ 5 V ° ( * ) - w ( i ) ( * ) ) = - c , 
I L L ¡=o 
z z z ¡=o where o O is a constant, exists by virtue of (i) and obviously satisfies the first and 
the third inequalities under (3.2). Moreover, z1; wx also satisfies the second and the 
fourth inequalities in (3.2). Indeed, by the rule (B') and by using Lagrange's formula 
for the difference 
/ [ ^ i ] - / [ 2 ' I - < T 1 ] , / K ] - / K - ) h ] 
one can show that, for example, the second inequality in (3.2) is equivalent to the 
inequality 
• • « s H^'Mf Hi-
If we replace a® and iff by their expressions via Green's function and a1; we 
arrive at the inequality 
dt. 
The validity of (3.4) follows from condition (i) and from the condition 
0/ 
dui 
N (i = 0,. . . , n — 1). 
The fourth inequality under (3.2) may be proved in an analogous way. 
R e m a r k 3.1. The case 
d'G(x, t) 
dx' 
S O (i = 0, n — 1 ; 0 i x , ( S l ) 
may be handled analogously. 
IV. 
Now we shall give still another method, concerning the general G and rule (0),. 
for the construction of functions from Jl that satisfy the inequalities (1.2). This 
method shall be very useful later. 
Let us take two arbitrary functions (zu w^dJ/XJ/. Let the operators E and F 
map (zx, wx) into (z2, w2). We shall seek the elements Zlt Wx£Ji that satisfy the 
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inequalities (1.2) in the form 
(4.1) Z1 = z1 + q>1, W1 = w1 + th. 
In this case 
Z2(x) = 
= j f {<?(*, t) (f[zx+<pj +f[Wl+r,j) + G(x, t)N"z ((Zl + (pJO - (Wl + z^O)} dt, 
W2(x) = 
= j f {G(X, t) {f[zx+PJ +f[Wl + m]) - G(x, t)N°2 {(zx + <?!)('> - K + ,,)«)} dt. 
By Lagrange's formula we have 
n - 1 ¡)f 
P ¡=o ou t ¡=0 dUi 
Consequently, we have to satisfy the following inequalities in Jl\ 
(4.2) 
/ x 
y / JFF^'CO [G(X, t ) ^ p + G(x,t)N] + r,P(t)[G(xj)^Q-G(x,t)N\}dt s 
= <PiO) + Z i ( x ) - z 2 ( x ) , 
j f "z {<pi°(0[<?(*.o p - g ( x , [ g ( x , o j L ^ + C i x , o a t ] } d t ^ 
S v1(x) + w1(x)-w/x). 
For the given zx, z2, vvx, w2 we obviously can choose cpx, tjx from Ji such that 
the inequalities 
(4.3) 
f cp/x) S \zx(x)-z2(x)\,..., <p<?-Hx) ^ \z{"-1\x)-z<r»(x)\, 1 
1 r,x(x) == -K(*)-w2(*)| i j M C * ) S -№"-«(*)-w2C-»(x)\J (° - * - 1} 
are satisfied. Hence the left and right sides (and then their derivatives, too) of the 
inequalities (4.2) either coincide or have different signs. 
Thus we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. For any elements zx, wx of Ji the functions 
Zx (x) = z1(x)+q>1 (x), Wx (x) = Wi (x)+t]x (x) 
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together with the auxiliary functions (pu th satisfying (4.3) also satisfy the inequalities 
(1.2): 
Z 2 = E{ZltW^ i Z „ JV1^tV2 = F(Z1, WJ. 
Consequence 4.1. Because of what we said in the concluding part of the 
introduction, Lemma 4.1 gives a method of construction for zx, wx; <pu t]1 (£J() 
such that with the functions Z1=z1+<p1, W1=w1+t]1 we have the inequalities: 
Z 2 = EiZ^WJ s Z i , W^W2 = F(ZX, Wx). 
In this case for the given zls wx we have to choose /h<0 from Jl in 
such a way that 
(4.3') (px S z x - z 2 , z2-z1; ri1^w1-wi,wi-w1 
is satisfied in the sense of the ordering of Jt. Let us take two numbers K-=.0, L > 0 
for which 
- K i s max |ziB )(x)-4n )(x)| , L & max Iw^Ot)-w!>n>(x)|. 
OSxil O '̂Xi 1 
Then the functions , 
i I 
<pt(x) = f KG(x,t)dt, t]x(x) = f LG(x, t)dt 
o o 
satisfy (4.3'). 
Now we shall prove the existence of the first approximating pair (z1? 
in the monotone case of problem (0.1) under the weak assumption of contractivity 
(0.4), i.e., when 
dlG(x,t) N 2 max f 
¡to osx*iJ dx' 
dt = 0< 1, 
where iV>0 majorizes the modules of the partial derivatives of / . 
Let us take an arbitrary negative number d and consider the problem 
(4.4) <p{"\x)-N "Z <№{x) = d, (p^Ji. 
i=o 
Lemma 4.2. The solution of problem (4.4) exists and is unique. It satisfies the 
inequality 
(4.5) <pin)(x) S d(l-6) ( O S i S 1). 
Proof . The existence and uniqueness of the solution follows from the contrac-
tivity condition (0.4). For the proof of (4.5) let us consider the problem 
(4.6) «(")(*) = N « ( i )00, u£Ji. 
6 
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This problem has the only trivial solution u=0 in virtue of (0.4). With respect to the 
equation (4.6) the solution (px of problem (4.4) and the corresponding q>2 have defect 
functions (cf. for example [1], section 4.) 
S / x ) = d, a2(x) = dN f d ' G ^ i ' t ) dt. 
¡=0 X ox 
Consequently, (0.4) and Theorem 4.1 of [1] imply that 
(p{nHx)-cp^(x) = S.1(x)+a2(x) s d( 1 - 0), 1 cp["Kx) ^ <pi"\x) ^ 0 J - X " 1 } ' 
Hence we have 
<p[n\x)iSd(l-0) ( O S x S l ) . 
Theo rem 4.1. In the monotone case of problem (0.1) under the contractivity 
assumption (0.4) there exist elements Z l5 such that 
(4.7) Z2 = E(Z1, WJ Z l f W^W2 = F(Z1, WJ, 
(4.8) Z3 = E(Z2, W2) ^ Zx, tV1^fVs = F(Z2,Wa)-
Proof . Let us take an arbitrary positive number e > 0 and two functions 
zl5 Wj from Jt so close to the solution y of problem (0.1) (z± and u^ can be constructed 
by means of successive approximation) as to satisfy the inequalities 
\z{"Xx)-zi"\x)\~=:e, ¡w^M-vvi/^x)! < e (OgxSl). 
Let us now seek Z1; Wx as in Lemma 4.1. in the form 
Z i = z ^ c p ^ W t = Wi + i/j 
with unknown functions <ply —r/^O from Ji (in the sense of the ordering of J{). 
In order that (4.7) be satisfied, and have to satisfy (4.3') and for such (pu t]1 
the fulfilment of (4.8) is equivalent to the assertion that the positive functions 
$=ZX-Z2, f) = W2-W1 
occurring in Lemma 4.1 satisfy the inequalities (1.6). These inequalities (in this case 
G—G, Jt=Jt) are equivalent to the inequalities 
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where we have 
= Zi"> - Z|n) SO, ft = Wi"> - W}n ) £ 0 






in (4.9) are taken from the formulas 
n _ 1
 df 




f M - f M = 2 
i=o oui 
(zi-z2)<''>, 
(Wi -w^C) . 
By using the formulas of Lemma 4.1 and taking <pL = — >/1>0for the sake of 
simplicity we obtain 
(4.10) 
a ¿x) = z<">(x)-z<">(*) + W - N 5 1 ( f L - f U , 
& ( * ) = w i " > ( x ) ~ w ^ ( x ) - ^ m ) - j 2 i>S;)(x) - J • 
In Theorem 3.1 everything went well essentially because we succeeded in finding 
z1; Wi such that the defect functions ft turned out to be constants (—c resp. c), 
hence the necessary properties of z u wx immediately followed from the contractivity 
assumption. 
The circumstances are similar now. For the e>0, zl5 already chosen we 
choose a number ¿/<0 in such a way that with the solution of problem (4.4) 
the corresponding inequalities (4.3') be satisfied. To achieve this it is enough (cf. 
Consequence 4.1) to take d = — |/fi(l — 0)_1 (in the sequel we suppose that 0 < e < 1) 
as because of (4.5) the inequality 
(p{n\x) S ¿ ( 1 - 0 ) S - s < - m a ^ \z[")(x)-zi2n){x)\ 
implies inequality (4.3') for <pv One can prove analogously (taking ^ = — (Pi for 
the sake of simplicity) that for <Pi the corresponding inequalities (4.3') are 
also satisfied. The inequalities (4.7) are also satisfied for any 0-=£<l. 
In contrast with Section III now we may use the continuity of the partial deriva-
tives of / , i.e., that 
max 
i,x 
d f . df_ 
dut P(x) dut QM 
0 ( e - 0 ) . 
From equality (4.4) it is easy to obtain that 
"-1 -d9 
2 <piHx) 
i = 0 N 
(0 S X S 1), 
6* 
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whence in (4.10) we get that 
m a x ^ ( x ) s - a - ^ - 1 | A ( . ) | J ^ = - / e ( J ^ + o(«) ) - e > 
o m a x i « 1 W - - ^ ( T ^ + o ( e ) ) + e 
and analogously 
^ ( - ¿ 0 + o ( e ) ) - £ - & - ^ ( y Z 0 + °( £ ) )+ e -
i.e., although ft are not constant, the ratio of the maximum and minimum 
of each of-c^, ft tends to +1 as e^O and the ratio of the maxima of c^ and ft 
tends to —1 as e—0. Consequently, there exists £>0 for which (4.9) is satisfied. 
To complete the proof one has to use condition (0.4), and the continuity of the 
partial derivatives of / . 
V. 
Finally let us consider the general G under the assumption of (0.4). The space Ji, 
the functions G, <P will be assumed to correspond to a sufficiently fine division of 
[0,1]. Let us take the function (p=(p from Section I with undetermined S >0. Besides, 
in this case 
n_1 i ii'Giv t} n—x 
2 max / - N 0 { J ^ ; n dt = 2 ¿A = < i. 
it0 osxsiy dx' it0 
Let us consider the problem 
(5.1) kW-AOPJ. = <p1(x) — N f G(x, t) [ "2 <Z>i°(o] dt = cp(x), cp^Ji. 
S v=o f 
Lemma 5.1. The solution cpx of problem (5.1) exists, is unique, and satisfies the 
inequality (in the sense of the ordering of Ji) 
(5.2) <px ar c<p 
with a general constant c > 0 for all fine enough divisions of the segment [0, 1]. 
P roof . The existence and uniqueness of the solution <px of problem (5.1) follow 
from (0.4). To prove (5.2) let us consider the problem 
(5.3) u(x)—A0u = 0, u£Ji, 
which in virtue of (0.4) has the only solution u=0. With respect to equation (5.3) 
for <px we have the following inequality in Ji: 
(5.4) <px = <p+A0<px s A0(px. 
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Moreover, 
I " - 1 
cpi-AW! = V + N f G ( * , 0 2 PHOdt, 
from which, as (in the sense of the ordering of J f ) , we obtain for O s x s 1, 
r=0 , ...,72-1 that 
By taking a fine enough division of [0,1] from this we obtain that 
(5.5) <pi r )(*)-(^<?>i) ( r ) ^ < 5 ^ ( 1 ( 0 < 0 2 < 1). 
This, together with Theorem 2 of [2], implies that 
(5.6) O s ^ s w ( 0 2 < 0 3 < 1 ) . 
Here 02 and 03 are absolute constants for all fine enough divisions of the segment 
[0,1]. The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 5.1. For problem (0.1) under condition (0.4) there exist Z l5 WX£J( 
for which the inequalities 
(5.7) Z2 = E{Z1, WJ s Zx, W^W2 = F{ZX, 
(5.8) Z3 = £(Z 2 ,PF 2 ) s Z1; W^W3 = F(Z2, H/2) 
are satisfied in Jt. 
Proof . We are going to seek Z l s in the form 
Zx = Zj + 9»!, ^ = Wi + ih 
(cf. Lemma 4.1). Given an arbitrary positive number e>0, let us choose zl5 w x £Ji 
so close to the solution y of problem (0.1) as to satisfy the inequalities 
dz = max |z i 0 (x)-4°(*) l < s, dw = max | w i 0 ( x ) - < e i, x i, X 
with Z2~E(Z1, H>X), W2=F(Z1, Wj). The maxima are taken over i=0,..., n—1 and 
O s x s l . 
Let us now take the solution <pt of problem (5.1) with such a <p where d = fe . 
Then for small enough e > 0 we have, in virtue of (5.2), that 
i.e., with this and with t]t = —(p1 on account of Lemma 4.1 we obtain that (5.7) 
is satisfied, i.e., 
<P* = z1-ztm0, ri* = W2-W1^ 0. 
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(5.9) 
Owing to the formulas of Lemma 4.1 for t] t= — cpx we obtain that 
<p*(x) = Zl(x)-z2(x) + <p(x)-±- J G(x, t) [ 51 cp^(t) (JL dt, 
q*(x) = ^ ( x ) - W l ( x ) + <p(x)+j J G(x, t ) ["i1 <p«\t) [ , - J ^ J ] dt, 




/ [ w j - / [ w j = Z 
i=o oui 
Consequently, as e—0 we get that 
/j(e) = max 
¡=0 n - l 
OSlSl 
df df 
du, f(x) du, QW 
0. 
Expressing (5.8) by <p* = Z1 — Z2, — t]* = W1—W2 as well as (1.4) by 
(p = zx — z2, — (p = vvx — w2 in Theorem 1.1, we get inequalities analogous to (1.6). 
The latter inequalities are surely satisfied if 
1 & 
-N f ?G(x, t) y fmaxp*Q max q* O K 
J dxr ¡~o l min <p*<r> min <p*« ) 
(5-10) i 1 
+ - l f 
drG(x, t ) 
dxf 
"v df 2 max --J— 
¡ T I O S Í S I | DUT p min<p*c> dUi\Q min<p*C> 
dt 
,(r = 0, . . . , n - l ; O i x S l ) 
and the same inequality with the roles of <p* and t]* interchanged, are satisfied. 
From (5.2) it is easy to derive that 
\S drG(x,t) dxr 2N 1 C <p^(x) (r = 0, . . . , n - l ; O á í S l ) . 
Consequently, as 
max (x) /e(A;+fc(e)) (i = 0,...,n-l; k(e) - 0(e - 0)) o a x s l 
we obtain that 
raw cp*0)(t) ^ 6+ ye (Ai+fc(e)) + -L^ \^(),i + k(e))h(s) = 
= / e ( A ; + a ( e ) ) . 
oat 
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Analogously, 
min <р*(0(О s f s ^ + b i e ) ) , max S ^(А, + с(е)), 
( m i n f ( ' ) ( í ) s Ve(Xi+d(sj), 
where 
a (e), b (e), с (e), d(s) 0 (e - 0). 
A i 
From this it follows that the ratios m (5.10) tend to — as s—0. Hence the second 
integral under (5.10) tends to zero and the sum under the first integral to the number 
Thus for O S x S l the right hand side of (5.10) tends to a limit not greater than 
1, as £—0. Consequently, for small e>0 the inequalities (5.8) are also satisfied. 
This finishes the proof of our theorem. 
We remark that Theorem 4.1 guarantees the existence of the required pair 
Z1; W ^ J i (cf. [2]) for the initial value problem 
with a function / having the same properties as in problem (0.1) and under the as-
sumption of contractivity (0.4). The general initial value problem on the segment 
[a, b] can be reduced to problem (5.11). 
Analogously as above one can prove the existence of the first pair of approxi-
mants for the solution of a boundary value problem that belongs to a wide class of 
partial differential equations or equations with delayed argument (cf., for example, 
the references part of [1]). 
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= fly] = f(x,y(x),..y^Kx)) (0SXS1; пё 1), 
y ( 0 ) = . . . = y C - i ) ( 0 ) = 0 
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